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at this point, its established that sony has a much wider range of games than nintendo, and the result is an
enormous library of content on the playstation store. there are 700 games available at launch, including many that

nintendo has yet to release on its consoles. because of the increasing variety in game types available on the
playstation store, the titles in the library are consistently surprising, and often technically advanced. the games

are as varied as sports, puzzles, action-adventures and rpgs, with free-to-play models added to the mix.
consumers can find everything from new releases to critically acclaimed masterpieces. out-of-the-box, that

increase in ps3 tech helps the playstation 3 see all games, rather than just the ones with playstation-branded
hardware. third-party games designed to run on playstation 2 can run on the playstation 3 under the playstation 2
compatibility mode. in addition, dualshock 3 controller features include the touch pad and motion sensor, letting

for stronger tracking for games that rely on motion, and for gesture controls in games that rely on touch. the
playstation 3 is as much an entertainment hub as the xbox 360, and sony is making that vision manifest with a

first-class set of new features. this includes the latest version of its media controller, the ps vita, which features a
new analog stick and touch pad, making it a capable gaming system of its own. it also includes skype, which

replaces the unpopular playstation network chat online multiplayer service, and twitter support as well. its all part
of a sophisticated multimedia experience that has sony focused on delivering an integrated living room

experience, rather than competing with other devices in the living room.
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at this point, its established that sony has a
much wider range of games than nintendo,

and the result is an enormous library of
content on the playstation store. there are
700 games available at launch, including

many that nintendo has yet to release on its
consoles. because of the increasing variety
in game types available on the playstation

store, the titles in the library are consistently
surprising, and often technically advanced.
the games are as varied as sports, puzzles,

action-adventures and rpgs, with free-to-play
models added to the mix. consumers can

find everything from new releases to
critically acclaimed masterpieces. out-of-the-

box, that increase in ps3 tech helps the
playstation 3 see all games, rather than just
the ones with playstation-branded hardware.

third-party games designed to run on
playstation 2 can run on the playstation 3

under the playstation 2 compatibility mode.
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in addition, dualshock 3 controller features
include the touch pad and motion sensor,

letting for stronger tracking for games that
rely on motion, and for gesture controls in
games that rely on touch. the playstation 3

is as much an entertainment hub as the
xbox 360, and sony is making that vision

manifest with a first-class set of new
features. this includes the latest version of

its media controller, the ps vita, which
features a new analog stick and touch pad,
making it a capable gaming system of its

own. it also includes skype, which replaces
the unpopular playstation network chat
online multiplayer service, and twitter

support as well. its all part of a sophisticated
multimedia experience that has sony

focused on delivering an integrated living
room experience, rather than competing

with other devices in the living room.
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